
The following are examples of the types of questions that will appear on the ETS High School 
Equivalency Test (HiSET ®) in the five areas of Language Arts – Reading, Language Arts – Writing, 
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. HiSET  Practice Tests provide a wider sample of questions  
and give candidates the opportunity to assess their readiness for the actual HiSET test. 

HiSET ® Language Arts – Reading Sample Items
A violent storm has threatened the first voyage of the ship Nan-Shan. This excerpt from a  
work of fiction portrays several crew members, including the first mate, Jukes, as they  
confront the storm.

Para. 1   Jukes was as ready a man as any half-dozen young mates that may be caught by casting a net 
upon the waters; and though he had been somewhat taken aback by the startling viciousness 
of the first squall, he had pulled himself together on the instant, had called out the hands, 
and had rushed them along to secure such openings about the deck as had not been already 
battened down earlier in the evening. Shouting in his fresh, stentorian voice, “Jump, boys, and 
bear a hand!” he led in the work, telling himself the while that he had “just expected this.” 

Para. 2   But at the same time he was growing aware that this was rather more than he had expected. 
From the first stir of the air felt on his cheek the gale seemed to take upon itself the 
accumulated impetus of an avalanche. Heavy sprays enveloped the Nan-Shan from stem to 
stern, and instantly in the midst of her regular rolling she began to jerk and plunge as though 
she had gone mad with fright.

Para. 3   Jukes thought, “This is no joke. ” While he was exchanging explanatory yells with his captain, 
a sudden lowering of the darkness came upon the night, falling before their vision like 
something palpable.  It was as if the masked lights of the world had been turned down. Jukes 
was uncritically glad to have his captain at hand. It relieved him as though that man had, 
by simply coming on deck, taken most of the gale’s weight upon his shoulders. Such is the 
prestige, the privilege, and the burden of command.

Para. 4   Captain MacWhirr could expect no relief of that sort from anyone on earth. Such is the 
loneliness of command. He was trying to see, with that watchful manner of a seaman who 
stares into the wind’s eye as if into the eye of an adversary, to penetrate the hidden intention 
and guess the aim and force of the thrust. The strong wind swept at him out of a vast obscurity; 
he felt under his feet the uneasiness of his ship, and he could not even discern the shadow of 
her shape. He wished it were not so; and very still he waited . . . 
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1   In paragraph 1, the description of Jukes as “as ready a man as any half-dozen young mates 
that may be caught by casting a net upon the waters” means that he

A is better at fishing than other men on his ship.

B is a good catch because he has had many years of experience.

C is as generally capable as other first mates.

D does the work of six men.

Key: C

Rationale: The figurative language of the quotation means that Jukes is as good at his job as others in 
his position are.

DOK: Level 2. Skills and Concepts

DOK Rationale: The candidate must process the material beyond recall. The candidate must infer the 
intended meaning of a figurative expression in context and identify the accurate literal translation.

2 What was Jukes doing while the crew rushed about the deck?

A He was watching them.

B He was working alongside them.

C He was searching for the captain.

D He was urging the men to jump overboard.

Key: B

Rationale: The last sentence of paragraph 1 says that Jukes “led in the work” that he was urging the 
others to do.

DOK: Level 1. Recall and Reproduction

DOK Rationale: The candidate only needs to recall information clearly provided at the end of the first 
paragraph of the passage.

3 Jukes most likely told himself that he had “just expected this” (paragraph 1) in order to

A reassure himself.

B reassure the crew.

C appear experienced to the captain.

D hide his fear from the crew.

Key: A 

Rationale: By telling himself that he expected the storm, Jukes is likely trying to reassure himself that 
he and the crew are equal to the tasks ahead. 

DOK: Level 2. Skills and Concepts

DOK Rationale: The candidate must process the material beyond recall. The candidate must consider 
the quotation from the passage in order to make the correct inference about the motivation of the 
character.
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4 How did Jukes feel when Captain MacWhirr came on deck?

A Angry

B Fearful

C Surprised

D Comforted

Key: D 

Rationale: Jukes feels “relieved” when the captain appears and takes over, implying that Jukes is  
comforted by the captain’s presence. 

DOK: Level 2. Skills and Concepts

DOK Rationale: The candidate must process the material beyond recall. The candidate must consider 
evidence from the passage in order to make the correct inference about the feeling of the character.

5  In paragraphs 3 and 4, the author has used the storm as an opportunity to do which of  
the following?

A Suggest that there is conflict developing between Jukes and the captain

B Portray weaknesses in Jukes’s character

C Contrast the weight of the captain’s responsibility with Jukes’s trust in authority

D Describe the various measures that must be taken while sailing a ship during severe weather

Key: C 

Rationale: Paragraph 3 portrays Jukes as glad to feel the responsibility for dealing with the storm  
being shifted to the captain. Paragraph 4 shows how Captain MacWhirr could feel no such relief  
because the “loneliness of command” was his alone. 

DOK: Level 3. Strategic Thinking

DOK Rationale: The candidate must use strategic thinking through multiple cognitive steps to answer 
the question. The candidate must analyze details within two sections of text, synthesize details across 
the text, and then evaluate which response logically reflects the author’s intention.
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